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JAPAN RESUMES COMMERCIAL WHALING IN 
JULY AFTER A 30-YEAR BREAK
This month Japan resumed commercial whaling, an 
activity that was banned in 1982 by the International 
Whaling Commission (IWC). The whaling ban did 
seem to be effective from a conservation perspective. 
Yoshihide Suga, Japan’s chief cabinet secretary, said 
then that the IWC was too focused on whale 
conservation and not sufficiently interested in 
developing a sustainable whaling industry. Japanese 
fleets will reportedly not fish in international waters, 
hunting exclusively within the country’s exclusive 
economic zone. Read more at Quartz See also:
Japanese fleet restarts commercial whaling

OPIOID USE BOOMING AS TRAMADOL 
CRISIS EMERGES IN AFRICA
Several West African countries have reported that 
tramadol is one of the most widely used drugs for 
non-medical purposes after cannabis, which 
remains by far the most popular globally, the 2019 
UNODC World Drug Report said, adding that 
reasons for using tramadol vary. Some consume 
tramadol for its calming, analgesic and anti-fatigue 
effects in order to improve intellectual, physical and 
working performances, and to lessen the need for 
sleep and decrease appetite.  Read more at Reuters
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PINK FLOYD’S DAVID GILMOUR SOLD HIS 
GUITARS AND DONATED EVERYTHING TO 
FIGHT CLIMATE CHANGE 
Famous Pink Floyd guitarist David Gilmour 
auctioned off his guitars, including the black Fender 
Stratocaster that helped create Dark Side of the 
Moon. In all, he raised $21.5 million. He gave the 
proceeds from the most valuable auction of musical 
instruments in history to a nonprofit that fights 
climate change. “The global climate crisis is the 
greatest challenge that humanity will ever face,” 
Gilmour . “We need a civilised world that goes on for 
all our grandchildren and beyond in which these 
guitars can be played and songs can be sung.”  
Read more at Mother Jones

Credit:  AFP/Getty Images
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OIL COMPANY HAS BEEN LEAKING 4,500 
GALLONS OF OIL PER DAY INTO THE GULF 
OF MEXICO FOR 14 YEARS
Following Hurricane Ivan in 2004, Taylor Energy 
Company’s offshore oil rig platform collapsed into the 
water, and oil began spewing oil into the gulf of Mexico. 
It took three years before Taylor Energy was forced to 
admit that its broken oil rig was leaking at least 90 
gallons per day. Last month, a new report was released 
by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration and Florida State University, in which 
they estimated that the Taylor Energy Company oil rig 
had been leaking around 4,500 gallons of oil per day 
and it continues.Read more at Daily Kos See also: 
The U.S. goverment has studied the largest oil spill in 
history. 

Credit: Notable Life  

GERMAN CIRCUS MAKES BIG 
STATEMENT BY REPLACING ANIMALS 
WITH HOLOGRAMS
Germany is doing its part to control animal 
exploitation by exploring innovative animal 
alternatives. A few weeks ago footage emerged of 
Circus Roncalli, founded more than 40 years ago, 
putting on a spectacular show using hologram 
animals instead of living, breathing elephants and 
tigers. The illusory animals have actually starred in 
Circus Roncalli shows since late 2017. The company 
has not used live animals in any of its performances 
since then. Read more at Notable Life

https://www.motherjones.com/media/2019/06/recharge-59-climate-change-guitar-auction-pink-floyd/
https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2019/6/26/1867500/-Oil-company-has-been-leaking-4-500-gallons-of-oil-per-day-into-the-Gulf-of-Mexico-for-14-years?detail=emaildkre
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2019/06/24/fourteen-years-after-it-started-federal-government-has-studied-longest-oil-spill-history/?utm_term=.8b7b7db459a4
https://notablelife.com/german-circus-makes-big-statement-by-replacing-animals-with-holograms/
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IT’S TRENDY TO SCORN PROCESSED 
FOOD. NOW THERE’S RESEARCH TO BACK 
UP THAT ATTITUDE
The British Medical Journal published two new 
population studies that found a lower heart disease 
risks and greater longevity among adults who eat 
less processed food. And a far more rigorous 
investigation from the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) showed that subjects eating ultra-processed 
foods consumed significantly more calories and 
gained more weight than the same subjects when 
they ate minimally processed or whole foods. 
Read more at The Washington Post
See also: In defence of 'ultra-processed' foods

Credit:Harvard Edu 

Credit: Consumer Report

Credit: Shuttershock

YES, BEING OUTDOORS CAN MAKE 
YOU A BETTER, HAPPIER EMPLOYEE
Humans have a natural affinity for the 
outdoors, but it’s easy to forget just how 
important time spent outside is when you 
live in a large city. Numerous studies found 
the following: spending more time outdoors 
can improve your vision; the outdoors can 
improve short-term memory; more time 
spent outdoors can lead to improved mood 
and creativity; and the outdoors can even 
help eliminate stress. 
Read more at Notable Life

TB AT RECORD LOW IN U.S. 
The latest CDC data suggest that 
tuberculosis (TB) rates have reached the 
lowest ever reported in the United States. 
However, the incidence decreased only 
1.3% from 2017 to 2018, much lower than 
the 4.7% annual declines seen between 
2010 and 2014. These levels are still not 
low enough to eliminate TB domestically. 
Read more at JAMA Network

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/wellness/its-trendy-to-scorn-processed-food-now-theres-research-to-back-up-that-attitude/2019/06/21/d19f54d8-929d-11e9-aadb-74e6b2b46f6a_story.html?utm_term=.6ad30fb10934&wpisrc=nl_lean&wpmm=1
https://theconversation.com/in-defence-of-ultra-processed-foods-119492?utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20July%203%202019&utm_content=Latest%20from%20The%20Conversation%20for%20July%203%202019+CID_d2cd21a90b0c82277f134bca44d9a533&utm_source=campaign_monitor_ca&utm_term=In%20defence%20of%20ultra-processed%20foods
https://notablelife.com/yes-being-outdoors-can-make-you-a-better-happier-employee/
https://jamanetwork.com/journals/jama/fullarticle/2733220?guestAccessKey=f8bcbd30-4b24-48df-a353-c7e9efc9794e&utm_source=silverchair&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=article_alert-jama&utm_content=etoc&utm_term=05142019
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SPOTLIGHT ON OPINION
HAS THE POLITICS OF CLIMATE CHANGE FINALLY 
REACHED A TIPPING POINT?
The last few months have seen the debate shift. Put it 
down to David Attenborough’s documentary, 1.5 
million children on school strike, the charisma of Greta 
Thunberg, or sheer frustration with the political 
system, but increasing numbers of people now seem 
to recognize that nature’s wellbeing is a national 
priority. The stakes get higher every day. In the past 
weeks, world leading scientists presented 1,800 pages 
of detailed evidence showing that carbon levels in the 
atmosphere have reached their highest level in 
800,000 years. Read more at The Guardian 

SPOTLIGHT ON INDIGENOUS WELLNESS 
HOW THE DALLA LANA SCHOOL OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH AT THE UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO IS 
INDIGENIZING THE TEACHING OF PUBLIC 
HEALTH
“How do we start to get people to think about 
planetary health without beating them over the 
head?” she asked. “Telling you to go touch a tree, 
walk on grass or meditate in front of a lake, none of 
these practices has a carbon footprint, and they are 
all deeply healing. Can you open up enough to see 
Indigenous ways of knowing and healing as a 
possibility? People have opened up to Traditional 
Chinese Medicine. Can they do the same for 
Indigenous healing? We find they can.” 
Read more at University of Toronto

Credit:Johannes Christo/Reuters 

SPOTLIGHT ON POLICY 
NEARLY ALL COUNTRIES AGREE TO STEM FLOW 
OF PLASTIC WASTE INTO POOR NATIONS
Last May, almost all the world’s countries agreed on a 
deal aimed at restricting shipments of hard-to-recycle 
plastic waste to poorer countries, the United Nations 
announced. Plastic debris clutters pristine land, floats 
in huge masses in oceans and entangles and 
endangers wildlife. Recent images that went viral of 
dead whales washing up with hundreds of pounds of 
plastic garbage in their stomachs also widely shocked 
the public. Exporting countries – including the US – 
now will have to obtain consent from countries 
receiving contaminated, mixed or unrecyclable plastic 
waste. Read more at The Guardian See also: Taiwan, 
home of bubble tea, is latest to ban plastic straws 
Read more at Quartz

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/15/climate-change-politics-environmental-crisis-government?utm_term=RWRpdG9yaWFsX0dyZWVuTGlnaHQtMTkwNTE3&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=GreenLight&CMP=greenlight_email
http://www.dlsph.utoronto.ca/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/UTDL005_AR_Final_WEB_Single_lowres-2.pdf?mc_cid=54623425e7&mc_eid=1c817a654c#page=3
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/may/10/nearly-all-the-worlds-countries-sign-plastic-waste-deal-except-us?utm_term=RWRpdG9yaWFsX0dyZWVuTGlnaHQtMTkwNTE3&utm_source=esp&utm_medium=Email&utm_campaign=GreenLight&CMP=greenlight_email
https://qz.com/1652080/taiwan-home-of-bubble-tea-is-latest-to-ban-plastic-straws/
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DATES CONFERENCE LOCATION REGISTER

  September
   14th - 18th

Latin American Summit of Sustainable
Communities

 Intikamari, Azulay, 
Ecuador https://redcasalatina.org/se-viene-el-ecco-2019/ 

October 
7th - 11th

Climate Change and the Role of Nuclear Power
Vienna
Austria

https://www.iaea.org/atoms4climate

October 
15th - 18th

Global Symposium of Citizenship, Governance and
Accountability in Health

New Delhi
India

http://www.copasahglobalsymposium2019.net/

 November
 22nd -24th

2nd International Symposium on Community
Health Workers 

Dhaka
   Bangladesh http://chwsymposium2019.icddrb.org/

April 
18th  -20th 

CUGH Conference 2020: Global Health in a Time
of Worldwide Political Change

   Washington D.C. 
USA

https://www.cugh2019.org/

Himalayan glacier melting 
doubled since 2000, spy 
satellites show

“It is really the doubling of the speed 
of (the Himalayan) glacier melt that 
is most concerning. For the wellbeing 
of the people there (i.e., in the 
downstream areas fed by Himalayan 
rivers), our results are of course the 
worst possible. But it is what it is, 
and now we have to prepare for that 
scenario. We have to worry a lot, 
because so many people are affected. 
To stop the temperature rises, we 
have to cool the planet. We have to 
not only slow down greenhouse gas 
emissions, we have to reverse them. 
That is the challenge for the next 20 
years.”

Prof. Joerg Schaefer from Columbia 
University’s Lamont-Doherty Earth 
Observatory
Read more at The Guardian

https://redcasalatina.org/se-viene-el-ecco-2019/
https://www.iaea.org/atoms4climate
http://www.copasahglobalsymposium2019.net/
http://chwsymposium2019.icddrb.org/
https://www.cugh2019.org/
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/jun/19/himalayan-glacier-melting-doubled-since-2000-scientists-reveal?fbclid=IwAR2BLvInWTAUCuWQsqqWnEoeNecr230jypWQ5Sd-IDmhUyGBV_t0ZE3Cq78
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TURNING THE TIDE IN SMALL ISLAND 
DEVELOPING STATESFYI 1 
SPOTLIGHT ON MEDIA – SHORT VIDEO

Credit: Devex

The impacts of climate change are being felt around the globe, 
and small island developing states are on the frontline. Due to 
their remote geographies they are particularly exposed to rising 
sea levels and natural disasters, and often lack the financial 
resources and international support needed to tackle some of the 
damaging effects of climate change. This series takes a closer 
look at how innovative solutions and satellite technology can help 
build resilience and prepare some of the world’s most vulnerable 
communities for the challenges ahead.
See more on Youtube

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=19&v=LC12Xo8QPvw
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FYI 2 
REALISING THE PROMISE OF 
DIGITAL HEALTH FOR NCDS AND 
UHC; WHAT IS THE OPPORTUNITY 
FOR CIVIL SOCIETY?

This working document was developed on the basis of the report “The 
Promise of Digital Health: Addressing Non-communicable Diseases to 
Accelerate Universal Health Coverage in LMICs” developed by the 
Working Group on Digital Health of the Broadband Commission co-chaired 
by the Novartis Foundation and Intel. It is intended to inform a series of 
dialogues on the potential of digital health for NCDs on an international 
scale. Read more at NCD Alliance

Credit: Radha Raja/Photoshare 

https://ncdalliance.org/sites/default/files/resource_files/DigitalHealthBrief_English_WEB.pdf


SOLAR GARDENS CAN MAKE 
ENERGY TRANSITION MORE 
EQUITABLE WHEN 40 PER CENT OF 
HOUSEHOLDS ARE LOCKED OUT
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Credit: Arena

Offsite solar gardens (i.e., communal solar panel parks) are offering 
some hope for renters and other parties locked out of the rooftop solar 
market. Founding director of Community Power Agency Nicky Ison said 
that her organisation currently has a couple of solar garden feasibility 
studies in the works and hopes to get some pilot projects underway in 
the future. The cost of the land is one barrier to solar farms; local 
government can help by providing free or cheap land. Barriers to solar 
and energy efficiency upgrades include cost, ownership of apartment 
and tenure type. Read more at The Fifth Estate

FYI 3

https://www.thefifthestate.com.au/energy-lead/energy/solar-gardens-can-make-energy-transition-more-equitable-when-40-per-cent-of-households-are-locked-out/?utm_source=The+Fifth+Estate+-


FYI 4
REPORTERS INVESTIGATED ABUSE 
AND CORRUPTION AT A BARRICK 
GOLD MINE IN TANZANIA. THEY 
FACED THREATS AND CENSORSHIP
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In Tanzania, reporters trying to investigate violence, environmental damage and other 
wrongdoing connected to a gold mine in the north of the country are trapped between the 
silence of a mining giant and the lies of a repressive government. At least a dozen reporters 
— local and international — who wrote about the mine have been censored or threatened.  
Forbidden Stories talked to several reporters who had been discouraged from reporting on 
the mine.  Forbidden Stories, an international consortium of 40 journalists publishing in 30 
media organizations around the world, unveiled the shameful history of gold leaving the 
North Mara gold mine to end up in coveted high tech phones and computers. This is part of 
the “Green Blood” series, a project pursuing stories of journalists who have been threatened, 
jailed or killed while investigating environmental issues. Read more at The Star 
See also: The circle of death for environmentalists in Mexico

Credit: FORBIDDEN STORIES

https://www.thestar.com/news/investigations/2019/06/13/reporters-investigated-abuse-and-corruption-at-a-barrick-gold-mine-in-tanzania-they-faced-threats-and-censorship.html
https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2018/oct/26/latest-land-defender-cements-mexicos-deadly-reputation


Greenpeace ranked 20 major U.S. supermarkets based on their efforts to 
reduce their reliance on plastics and tackle the pollution crisis. Every minute, 
the equivalent of a truckload of plastic enters the oceans. That plastic can kill 
whales, seabirds, turtles and fish. It is overwhelming communities and 
impacting human health. You deserve to know if supermarkets are reducing 
their use of wasteful single-use plastics and creating reuse and refill options 
for shoppers like you, or if they’re content with polluting the 
planet. Unfortunately, all of the supermarkets we assessed received failing 
scores. It is time to demand action. Make sure your next supermarket trip is 
not filled with overpackaged overkill. Read more at Green Peace  

FYI 5 
SHOPPING FOR PLASTIC 2019: 
HOW SUPERMARKETS RANKED 
ON PLASTICS
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Credit: iStock

https://www.greenpeace.org/usa/shopping-for-plastic-2019/?utm_source=ea&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=190618_plastic_scorecardlaunchemail_ns
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Credit: ARON VELLEKOOP LEN/GETTY IMAGES

When University of Toronto scientists discovered insulin, they intended it to be much cheaper 
than the $1,251 it costs the average American annually. That’s why they sold their patent to 
the school for just $1 in 1923, allowing the university to license the lifesaving medicine to 
many manufacturers to keep prices low. But in 1972, the university sold the patent, and it’s 
been sold again since. Now it’s held by French pharma giant Sanofi, one of only three 
companies controlling prices in a global insulin market worth billions.It’s a classic case of the 
difference between when academics, rather than private interests, control new discoveries. 
Industry is buying control rather than funding research, which means a world of pain may 
result. Industry is becoming increasingly voracious, gobbling up profitable knowledge by 
creating a monopoly on patents — a shift that comes as companies off-load the cost of basic 
research to universities and public institutions. And it is sparking concerns, from the cost of 
future lifesaving medicine and technology to job opportunities for Ph.D. scholars. 
Read more at Ozy

SPOTLIGHT ON EDUCATION 
UNIVERSITIES DRIVE LIFESAVING 
RESEARCH, BUT INDUSTRY HAS 
MONOPOLIZED PATENTS

FYI 6 

https://www.ozy.com/fast-forward/universities-drive-lifesaving-research-but-industry-has-monopolized-patents/94918?utm_term=OZY&utm_source=Sailthru&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=DailyDose_06232019&utm_content=Final
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